**Volume Statement Examples for DVD Sets:**

Use any call number to the left of the |z you would like but leave room in the entry box for the volume statement (|z)

**If a library links to a Blu-Ray/DVD combo record:**

- All discs (in both formats) are under one barcode - Don't use |z
- All Blu-ray discs are under one barcode - use |zblu-ray only
- Blu-ray discs are barcoded separately - use |zblu-ray only discs 1-3 ; |zblu-ray only discs 4-6
- Blu-ray discs are barcoded individually - use |zblu-ray only disc 1 ; |zblu-ray only disc 2
- All DVD discs are under one barcode - use |zdvd only
- DVD discs are barcoded separately - use |zdvd only discs 1-3 ; |zdvd only discs 4-6
- DVD discs are barcoded individually - use |zdvd only disc 1 ; |zdvd only disc 2

**If a library links DVDs to a DVD record:**

- All dvds included under one barcode - use |zall discs
- DVD discs barcoded separately - use |zdiscs 1-3 ; |zdiscs 4-6
- DVD discs barcoded individually - use |zdisc1 ; |zdisc 2

**If a library links Blu-Rays to a Blu-Ray record:**

- All Blu-ray discs are under one barcode - use |zall discs
- Blu-ray discs are barcoded separately - use |zdiscs 1-3 ; |zdiscs 4-6
- Blu-ray discs are barcoded individually - use |zdisc 1 ; |zdisc 2